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“To know what you know and what 
you do not know, that is true 

knowledge.” 

Confucius

(research 10 facts about Confucius) 
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Instructions for using your Knowledge Organiser
The timetable on the next page tells 

you which subjects you should be 

studying on which days (it doesn’t 

matter if you have that subject on that 

day or not, you should follow the 

timetable). 

You are to use your exercise book to 

show the work you have done. Each 

evening you should start a new page 

and put the date clearly at the top. 

You need to bring your KO and 

exercise book with you EVERY DAY to 

school.  Your KO and exercise book 

will be checked regularly in form time.

You will also be tested in your lessons 

on knowledge from the organisers.

You must use the revision strategy Look – Say – Cover – Write - Check to learn the 

knowledge.  You can also use your KOs and book in a number of different ways but you 

should not just copy from the Knowledge Organiser into your book.

Presentation
You should take pride in how you present your work: 

• Each page should be clearly dated at the top right hand side with the Subject written in 

the middle. 

• Half way down the page a line should divide it in two with Next Subject written above 

the dividing line.

• Each half of the page should be neatly filled with evidence of self-testing. There should 

be an appropriate amount of work. 

• Failure to show pride in your presentation or wasting space on your page with large 

writing or starting a number of lines down will result in a negative AtL.



Year 8 Knowledge Organiser Homework Timetable

You are expected to study the subjects shown on your timetable each day.  You need to spend 20 

minutes on each subject and you will need to evidence your work in your exercise book.

WEEK A Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

MONDAY English MFL Geography

TUESDAY Science Maths PD

WEDNESDAY History Music Science

THURSDAY RE Maths Food

FRIDAY Computing Technology English

WEEK B Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

MONDAY English Drama Geography

TUESDAY Science Maths RE

WEDNESDAY History PE Science

THURSDAY RE Maths MFL

FRIDAY Computing Art English



Reading Log
Use this reading log to record the books you read and how long you have spent reading.

“The more that you read, the more things you will know.  The 

more that you learn, the more places you’ll go”

Dr Seuss

Week MON TUE WED THURS FRI SAT SUN Book(s) read (title and author) Time spent 

reading

Parent

comment/signature

20/04/2020

27/04/2020

04/05/2020

11/05/2020

18/05/2020



Year 8 English – Term 3A

The Tempest is a play by William Shakespeare, probably written in 1610-1611 and thought to be one of the last plays 
he wrote. The play is about magic, betrayal, love and forgiveness. It is set on an island somewhere near Italy. The word 
‘tempest’ means storm.

Social and Historical Context:
• The play uses inspiration from real events at the time it was written. For example, just before writing the play, Shakespeare had read accounts of a tempest almost 

destroying a fleet of ships near the island of Bermuda. Several of the crew survived but were shipwrecked – this fascinated Shakespeare and many other people at the 
time.

• Sea exploration was growing in the Shakespearean era, and explorers were beginning to discover new parts of the world.
• Shakespeare incorporates magic and fairies into the play. This would have interested his audiences as people at that time took the belief in the supernatural for granted.  

The Plot:
Act 1: Alonso, King of Naples, is on a ship with his son Ferdinand and his companions Sebastian, Antonio, Stephano and Trinculo. They are hit by a violent storm, causing them to abandon 
ship and swim to a nearby island. During this time, their group becomes separated and they are washed up in different places on the shore. Meanwhile, from the island, Prospero (a 
powerful sorcerer)  and his daughter Miranda watch the storm and the shipwreck. Miranda is worried for the safety of the crew but Prospero assures her that they will be fine. He then 
tells Miranda about their past before coming to live on the island. Prospero used to be the Duke of Milan twelve years ago, but his brother, Antonio, usurped (stole) his power and his title 
from him. One night, Antonio ordered a nobleman called Gonzalo to take Prospero and the baby Miranda and cast them out to sea in a boat to die. However, Gonzalo took pity on them 
and allowed Prospero to take his books and some essentials and the boat washed up on the island where they have lived ever since. Prospero used his magic to conjure the storm to force 
Antonio’s boat to wash up on the island. We then meet Caliban, who lives on the island and is a servant to Prospero and a spirit called Ariel who helps Prospero perform his magic. The 
king’s son, Ferdinand, meets Miranda and the two fall instantly in love. Prospero however wants Ferdinand to earn Miranda’s love and so sets him many tasks to complete before he can 
marry her.

Act 2: King Alonso, his younger brother Sebastian and Antonio wander around the island. King Alonso weeps as he thinks that his son, Ferdinand, is dead. 
Sebastian and Antonio plot to kill Alonso so that Sebastian can be king. Their plot to kill is stopped by Ariel’s quick thinking magic. Meanwhile, elsewhere
on the island, Stephano and Trinculo find Caliban and give him alcohol to drink. Caliban wants Stephano to be his new master, explaining to 

him how Prospero mistreats him. Caliban promises to make Stephano ruler of the island if he will kill Prospero. Stephano and Trinculo agree to
help Caliban and set off to find Prospero.



Year 8 English – Term 3A
The Plot:
Act 3: Ariel, who has used his magic to become invisible, watches Stephano, Caliban and Trinculo as they plot to kill Prospero. Ariel sets off to inform his master of their 
wicked plot. Having failed the first time, Sebastian and Antonio are still determined to kill Alonso. Prospero conjures up a magical feast to entice the men. When they try to 
eat it, Ariel appears in the form of a harpy (a mythical creature) and reminds them of their selfish and evil behaviour.

Act 4: Ferdinand has finally proven himself to Prospero, who gives his blessing for the marriage to Miranda to go ahead. They have a masque (party) to celebrate but 
Prospero suddenly remembers Caliban’s murderous plot and he, along with Ariel, leave the party to deal with the three men. Prospero magically summons up a set of 
colourful clothes to trap Stephano, Caliban and Trinculo. As soon as they touch the garments, Prospero and Ariel send spirit dogs to chase them.

Act 5: Ariel brings all of the characters together where Prospero finally reveals who is really is. He forgives Alonso, Antonio and Sebastian for the wrongs they have done 
and shows the king that his son is still alive and will be married to Miranda. Prospero agrees to become the Duke of Milan again and all of the characters prepare to return 
home. Before he leaves, Prospero sets Ariel free.

Characters

Prospero – A powerful 
sorcerer and rightful Duke 
of Milan.

Antonio – Prospero’s 
brother – stole the title as 
Duke of Milan.

Miranda – Prospero’s 
daughter.

Ariel – a magical spirit,
servant to Prospero.

Alonso – King of Naples. Stephano – A drunken 
butler

Sebastian – Alonso’s 
brother.

Caliban – servant to 
Prospero.

Ferdinand – Alonso’s son. Gonzalo – A nobleman 
who helps Prospero and 
Miranda escape.Trinculo – The king’s jester.

Key Vocabulary

Colonialism Usurp

Tempest Treason

Callous Nurture

Pathos Tragicomedy

Soliloquy Supernatural

Key Quotes

We are such stuff as dreams are made on: and our little life
Is rounded with a sleep.

O brave new world, that has such people in't.

When I waked, I cried to dream again.

O, I have suffered with those that I saw suffer.

Be not afeard; the isle is full of noises, Sounds and sweet airs, that 
give delight, and hurt not



Year 8 Maths – Term 3A

Problem Solving at St Cuthbert's

Don't forget
Always show your working out

Never round half way through a question

Key Words

Take care with your spellings of these key 

words

Indices Pythagoras
Theorem Hypotenuse
Perpendicular

Indices

Rules for simplifying indices:

Important Fact!

Any number raised to the power zero will be equal to 1.

Try these on your calculator…

50 =

380 =

1240 =

So, 𝑥0 = 1

Standard Form

We use Standard Form as a way of writing very BIG

numbers or very SMALL numbers.

Examples:

2000 =     2 × 1000

2 × 103

So in standard form 2 × 103

0.0063 =  6.3 × 10−3

Notice that for a small number, the power of ten is negative.

Look at these examples that you might use in Science



Year 8 Maths – Term 3A
Pythagoras’ Theorem

The famous theorem by Pythagoras defined the relationship between the 3 sides 
of a right angled Triangle.
The Theorem states that the sum of the squares of the two shorter sides, will give 
the square of the Hypotenuse

Example:
This is a question that might come up, that would require you to use 
Pythagoras’ Theorem:

This question would ask you to find the height that the ladder can reach up the building.
Can you use Pythagoras Theorem to find the height?



Year 8 Science – Term 3A Element Made of one type of atom. This can be a single atom or a molecule, e.g. 

oxygen.  

Compound Two or more different atoms chemically joined together to form a 

molecule, e.g. carbon dioxide.

Mixture Two or more atoms or molecules, not chemically joined, e.g. air, 

seawater.

Physical change Reversible changes in which no new products are formed, e.g. state 

changes. 

Chemical change Non-reversible changes where new products are formed, e.g. 

combustion. 

Pure A material made up of only one type of particle (element or compound).

Impure A material made of more than one type of particle (mixtures).

Evaporation A change of state from liquid to gas. 

Distillation A process for separating liquid solutions. The solvent is heated and the 

evaporated gas collected and cooled so it condenses. 

Filtration A mixture is poured through a mesh, separating insoluble solids from the 

solution.

Chromatography Used to separate mixtures of coloured compounds. 

Solute The substance that dissolves into the solvent. 

Solvent For example water, it dissolves the solute.

Solution The solute dissolved into the solvent.

Solubility How easy it is for a substance to dissolve.

Saturated solution A solution in which no more solute can dissolve. 

Key Words

Salt water can be heated to evaporate the water, leaving pure salt. 

Insoluble solids can be filtered out of a solution. 

Distillation

Separating liquid mixtures where each 

part has different boiling points (crude 

oil), or separating liquids from 

dissolved solids (water from sea 

water). 

The mixture is heated until the water 

evaporates. Water vapour rises, then 

cools and condenses into a separate 

container. 

Chromatography

A spot of mixture is placed at the 

bottom of the chromatography paper 

which is then placed into a solvent, 

e.g. water. 

The solvent moves up the paper 

carrying the components of the 

mixture. As these move at different 

rates they separate out. 



Year 8 Science – Term 3A

pH Colour Example

Acid

1 Red Hydrochloric acid

2

3 Orange Orange juice, vinegar

4

5 Yellow Black coffee

6

Neutral 7 Green Pure water

Alkali

8

9 Blue Soap

10

11

12 Washing soda

13 Purple

14 Sodium hydroxide

Neutralisation

Acid + alkali       salt + water

e.g. Hydrochloric acid + Sodium hydroxide    Sodium chloride + water

Acid + base  salt + water

e.g. Nitric acid + iron oxide     Iron nitrate + water

Everyday uses of 

neutralisation

Indigestion tablets neutralising 

excess stomach acid.

Putting alkali substances onto 

bee stings.

Farmers use lime to neutralise 

acidic soils.

pH scale A measure of how 

acidic or alkaline a 

substance is.

Acid Substances with a 

pH 1 – 6, release H+

ions.

Base Substances that can 

neutralise acids, e.g. 

metal oxides.

Alkali Substances with a 

pH of 8 – 14, release 

OH- ions.

Indicator Substances whose 

solutions change 

colour due to 

changes in pH.

Neutral Substances with a 

pH of 7 e.g. water.

Neutralisation An acid and a base 

react to form salt and 

water.

Key Words

Making Copper Sulfate Salt

Method

1 Using a measuring cylinder, 

measure 20 cm3 of sulfuric acid 

into the beaker.

2 Stand the beaker on a tripod 

and gauze and warm gently 

(DO NOT BOIL).

3 Add half a spatula of copper(II) 

oxide power into the acid and 

stir using the glass rod.

4 Turn off the Bunsen but 

continue adding the copper(II) 

oxide until no more dissolves.

5 Allow to cool and then filter the 

mixture and discard the residue.

6 Pour the filtrate into an 

evaporating basin. Heat the 

solution until the volume 

is halved.

7 Remove from the heat and 

leave to crystallise.

Filtration



Year 8 RE – Term 3A
Topic Five: Challenge and Inspiration

What challenges and inspires the people of God?

1 How can we combat injustices in the world?  How can Catholics become 
People of God?

Key Events

Sources of Wisdom and Authority

Key Words

2 Caritas et Vertitate (Charity in Truth) – Church document

3 ‘Just War’ – a theory then enables Catholics to support war with a clear 
conscience

4 New covenant – Promises with God and humanity through Jesus

5. 
John 13

Jesus’ new commandment

6.
Matthew 5

Sermon on the Mount

7. 
Exodus 20

Do not Kill –The Decalogue

8. Justice Due allocation of reward and punishment

9. Consequence The result or outcome of an action

10. Caritas Charity

11. Veritate Truth

12. Social Justice Sharing wealth and opportunities

13. Beatitudes Attitudes and rewards from Jesus

14. Just War A theory from Thomas Aquinas to support a war with a clear conscience

15. Decalogue The Ten Commandments

16. CAFOD Charity – Catholic Agency For Overseas Development

17. Sacrament An outward sing of inward grace

18. Prejudice The idea that someone is superior or inferior

19. Pacem In Terris ‘Peace on Earth’ Church document

20. Covenant An agreement / promises

21. Outline Examples with detail (full sentence)

22. Evaluate To look at arguments for and against and then reach a personal 
conclusion



Year 8 Geography – Term 3A
In

d
ia



Year 8 History – Term 3A

1 April 1933 – Jewish and non-Jewish children could no longer play with each other

2 30th April 1933 – Jews could be evicted from their homes without a reason

3 May 1933 – All Jews were banned from public places, like parks, swimming baths, and hotels.

4 15th September 1935 – Nuremberg Laws: Jews are no longer classed as German citizens and could not vote. 

5 15th September 1935 – Marriage between Jews and non-Jews was made illegal.

6 September 1936 – Jews were forbidden from having professional jobs, e.g., lawyers, vets or judges etc.

7
10th November 1938 – Kristallnacht – a night where synagogues and Jewish homes were destroyed. 20,000 
were sent to concentration camps. 

8 12th November 1938 – All Jewish businesses are closed down.

9 1st September 1939 – Germany invades Poland. 

10 October 1940 – Polish Jews are forced to live in the Warsaw Ghetto

11
20th January 1942 – Wannsee Conference was held. The ‘Final Solution’ to the ‘Jewish question’ was 
implemented 

12 April 1945 – Nazi concentration camps are liberated (freed) by the USSR, British, and American troops,

13

Anti-Semitism Anti-Semitism is hostility or discrimination against Jews as a religious group or race. Many 
people in Germany had hostile views towards Jews. When the Nazis came into power in 
1933, their policies were Anti-Semitic and targeted the Jews in the country.

14
Holocaust The definition for the persecution and killing of over 6 million Jews between 1933 & 1945 

by the Nazis. Many were killed in the gas chambers in concentration camps, such as 
Auschwitz. 

15
Final Solution The ‘Final Solution to the Jewish Question’ was the decision made by Nazi officials to 

murder Jews that were in Germany and those in German territory. It is estimated that at its 
peak, 6,000 people were being gassed per day. 

16 Nazis National Socialist Democratic Party, led by Adolf Hitler

17 Adolf Hitler The dictator of Germany from 1933-1945

18
Kristallnacht ‘The Night of Broken Glass’. 10th September 1938, Nazi police 

destroyed Jewish homes and synagogues. 20,000 were sent to 
concentration camps and around 100 were killed. 

19
Concentration 
camps

Work camps set up by the Nazis to house Jews and other ‘enemies’. 
Some were forced to work, while others were ‘death camps’

20
Wannsee
Conference

20th January 1942 – The meeting of Nazi officials to decided what was 
to happen to the millions of Jews in the concentration camps. The 
decision was extermination.

21
Gas chambers The chambers where millions of Jews perished. Zyklon B (gas) was 

poured into the chambers, killing those inside within 30 minutes.

22
Auschwitz The biggest death camp used by the Nazis. It is estimated that over 1 

million people were killed there. 

23
Warsaw Ghetto Area of Warsaw (capital of Poland) that was sectioned off for the 

Jewish population to live in. Starvation and disease was widespread.

24
Persecution Ill-treatment of a person or people based on their race and political or 

religious beliefs

25
Genocide The deliberate killing of a large group of people, especially those of a 

particular nation or ethnic group. For example, the Jews in the 1940s

26
Synagogue Jewish place of worship. Hundreds were destroyed during Kristallnacht 

(September 1938)

27
Mein Kampf Adolf Hitler’s book, written whilst he was in jail, which laid out his 

plans for the Jews in Germany.

29
Star of David The Jewish symbol. The five point star many were forced to wear to 

identify Jews in Germany. 

30
Nuremburg Laws Laws set up in Germany in 1935 to persecute and limit the Jews. 

The Holocaust – Key Words



Year 8 PD – Term 3A

Your Personal 
Development 
lessons will 

support your 
leaning on these 

topics

Key Terminology:
Consent – permission for something to happen
Domestic violence - violent or aggressive behaviour within the home, usually involving the abuse of 
a spouse or partner.
Contraception – something used to prevent pregnancy– the catholic religion does not allow this. 
There are 15 different types. The barrier methods also prevent the spread of STIs. A condom is one 
example . 
STIs - Sexually Transmitted Infections. These are infections which can be spread through having sex.  
Homophobia – discrimination against homosexuality or homosexuals. These are people who are 
attracted to the same sex.
Gender stereotypes – this is when people think that some things are just for females and some things 
are just for males. For example; A career in the army is just for males or being a midwife is just for 
females. These ideas are being continually challenged.
Child Sexual Exploitation – a form of sexual, emotional and physical abuse of children. It often 
involves the young person being given food, accommodation, drugs, affection, gifts or money in 
return for performing sexual activities. (Children’s society, 2020)
Body Image – This is how you feel about your body.  It is important that we feel happy with our body 
image as this can effect our mental health. We are all unique and we should celebrate this! Always be 
kind to others about this both face to face and online. We can be the difference to someone’s mental 
health. Remember to treat others as you would like to be treated.
Sexting – Sexting includes sending nude or nearly nude photos, selfies or videos. It also includes 
sending messages which refer to sex acts. Remember; as soon as you send something to anyone, it 
could be out there forever no matter how much you think you can trust someone. The golden rule is: 
if you don’t want it to be put up all around school then don’t send it!

Risky Behaviour
As we grow up we can start taking risks which may put us in 
danger.
Risky behaviour could be:
• unprotected sexual activity.
• sexting and other risky uses of social media like talking 

online to people we don’t know.
• tobacco smoking, alcohol use and binge-drinking.
• Illegal drug or substance use.
• illegal activities like trespassing or vandalism.
• Fighting.
• truancy .                                                       (Raisingchildren.au, 2020)

Sometimes our peers can pressure us into doing things we 
aren’t comfortable with. It can be difficult to say no.
One way to say no is to pretend you are grounded.
Think of some other answers you could have ready to avoid 
these situations and think of the consequences you will 
encounter if you choose to take the risk.

Relationships and Sex Education (RSE) 
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Year 8 Drama– Term 3A Devising Theatre  

Keywords and language

Stimulus : anything used to create or inspire ideas. A piece

or writing, music, item

Abandoned : deserted or left alone

Devising : to create drama in response to a given stimulus

Improvisation : creating drama using no script

Hotseating: when someone asks questions of someone

taking on a role and they answer as they character

Re-enactment : a moment that is re re-enacted or brought

to life

Research : The process of finding out specific information

for a specific purpose

Abstract : Meaning non naturalistic. Not like real life

Analysis: To break down and explain how and why you did

something

Evaluation: To judge whether something was effective or

not, using evidence

Structuring Drama 

Linear – continuous narrative where the events happen in  chronological order 

Non linear – moves backwards and forwards in time (flash backs/ flash forwards) 

Inter- connected stories – A series of independent stories that link in some way 

Narration – someone telling parts of the story, either in role or as a narrator 

Bookending- having a link between the opening scene and the ending scene 

Three act structure- having 3 clear parts to the story – start, middle, end. 

Cliff hanger – left open ended or on a tense moment with unanswered questions 

Resolution – giving a clear ending to the story 

Dramatic irony – the audience being aware of something that the characters are not. 

Perspective – The point of view that the story is told from 

Climax/ anti climax- when the moments of tension are built up and then revealed 

Exposition – When different characters are becoming involved in the same thing. Eg. 

All going for the same job interview. 

Complication – a problem or obstacle that occurs for one of the characters 



Year 8 Computing – Term 3A Adobe Photoshop



Year 8 Food – Term 3A Diet through life

To understand why 

our energy and 

nutritional needs 

change through life.

The Key stages in 

life include:

• Infancy

• Children

• Teenagers

• Adulthood

• Elderly

Energy requirements change throughout our 

lifetime and depend on many factors, such as:

 Age
 Body Size
 Gender
 Level of Activity
 Current body size and weight            

(Overweight or underweight)
 Energy output: Active VS Sedentary
 Metabolism
 Existing health conditions

Childhood

Children should be encouraged to 

remain a healthy weight with respect to 

their height. 

A healthy family lifestyle can help in the 

weight management of children.

Calcium is needed for: healthy tooth 

development, with vitamin D, can help 

develop strong bones. 

Healthy weight for adults
Adults should aim for a healthy body 

weight for their height and try to keep 

it at that level.

The Body Mass Index (BMI) is a good 

indicator if a person is underweight, 

overweight or a healthy weight. 

To calculate BMI (kg/m2), 

divide weight (kg) by height (m) x 

height (m).

Older adults
Requirements for energy gradually 

decrease after the age of 50 as 

activity level falls.

Older adults is the term usually refers 

to people over the age of 65.

Healthy ageing

To maintain good health, it is

important that older adults:

-enjoy their food;

-keep active;

-have adequate nutrient intakes.

It is also important they keep 

hydrated by drinking plenty of fluid. 

Even minor dehydration can lead to 

health problems.

Adolescence The demand for energy and most 

nutrients are relatively high. Boys need more protein and 

energy than girls for growth.

It is important to encourage an active lifestyle with a 

healthy, balanced diet during this time. This is because 

good habits practised now are likely to benefit their health 

for the rest of their lives.

After menstruation begins, girls need more iron than boys 

to replace menstrual losses. 

It is recommended that teenage girls and women 

require 14.8mg of iron each day, while adolescent 

boys need 11.3mg of iron daily, but this reduces to 

8.7mg for men aged 19 or over.

Iron from meat sources, e.g. liver, beef and lamb, is readily 

absorbed by the human body. 

Infancy Babies should avoid 

processed foods which contain lots of 

salt and sugar.

Food and nutrients are the building 

blocks which help to form strong 

teeth and bones, muscles and healthy 

tissues. A good diet can also help to 

protect against illness.

Pregnancy

A diet with the correct energy and nutrients is essential before and during pregnancy for the 

health of the mother and for the baby.

Underweight Overweight or Obese

More difficult to become pregnant

Higher chance of miscarriage 

Increases premature birth

Baby can have a low birth weight.

Baby has a greater risk of ill health

Can cause high blood pressure.

Can cause pregnancy diabetes.

Increases premature birth

Risk of baby being overweight/obese in life

High risk of blood clots



Year 8 Music – Term 3A

The DAW

The Digital Audio Workstation 

(DAW) is the foundation of music 

technology. Everything can be 

done in the DAW, from creating 

sounds (synthesis), sampling, 

scoring, and composing. 

Music Technology – The DAW

Tasks

If you have a computer, see if you 

can download ‘Reaper’ a DAW 

that allows you to use it for free. 

If you have an iPad or iPhone you 

can download GarageBand.

Watch this video on Logic Pro X, a 

popular DAW used in the industry. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

7QQN_UFVpbk

You can search for music 

applications on iPhones, Android 

Phones and PCs/Mac. There are 

lots of resources you can use to 

explore a DAW, and a vast amount 

of YouTube tutorials. 

DAW software is complicated, but 

the more you explore it, the more 

you can do with it. 

At school, we use GaragreBand

and Logic Pro X. 

Logic Pro X – An example of a modern DAW.

Elements

Pitch – (Note – High/Low)

Dynamics – (Volume)

Structure – (Form, Order)

Tonality – (Chord Qualities)

Tempo – (Speed)

Texture – (Polyphonic, 

Homophonic)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QQN_UFVpbk


Year 8 Design Technology – Term 3A Adhesives

Tools and Equipment

Try Square

Cordless 

Drill

(Battery Drill)

Craft Knife

Metal Vice

(Engineers 

Vice)

Disc Sander

CNC Router
This is a type of CAM machine and is connected to a PC

The process involves materials being 

cut with a high speed cutting tool 

similar to a drill bit. This is often done 

on wood and manufactured boards.

FERROUS METALS

These are metals that contain IRON. Some of 

the common ferrous metals are mild steel, 

stainless steel, high carbon steel. They are 

used widely in car manufacture and 

construction.

Most steels can rust when exposed to moisture 

and air.

Adhesive (Glue) Type of Adhesive and Use Picture of Adhesive

Glue Stick (Pritt) Sticky white jell in a solid stick. Applied like using a lipstick. 
Used for paper and card

PVA White liquid glue that can be watered down. Is non-toxic as 
it is water based. Used mainly for wood and manufactured 
boards. Can take 24 hours to fully dry. Material often needs 
clamping together until the glue dries.

Solvent Cement 

(Tensol)

A strong adhesive for most plastics. Gives off strong fumes 
and room needs good ventilation. Jell like and can go off 
very quickly so care needed to keep the lid on the container.

Liquid Solvent Cement Very similar to Tensol but is a clear liquid that flows easily. 
Often applied with very small needle applicator. Used on 
most common plastics in school such as acrylic and HIPs. 
High fumes so good ventilation needed.

Contact Adhesive Is often used where materials are awkward shape to glue or 
in thin layers e.g laminates. Can be used to glue different 
types of material together. The glue is applied usually to 
both materials, left to dry and then material pushed 
together. High fumes

Epoxy Resin A two part adhesive with a tube of adhesive (resin) and a 
tube of hardener (catalyst) to make the resin set. Often used 
for materials that do not glue  easily together e.g. metal to 
plastic

Super Glue

(cyanoacrylate)

Used for small repairs. Is very dangerous as can quickly glue 
skin together. Can be used on most materials. Comes in a 
small tube or bottle

Hot Glue Requires a glue gun. Often used for quick repairs and 
models on a range of materials. Some more expensive glue 
sticks are very strong and have special uses. Fingers can be 
burnt if care not taken.

NON-FERROUS METALS
These metals do NOT contain IRON. 

Some of the common non-ferrous 

metals are aluminium, copper, tin, 

lead and zinc.

Adhesives (glue) are used to join materials together. They are 
a permanent method of fixing and are usually very strong. 
Different types of material can be joined together easily with 
special adhesives. 



Year 8 Physical Education – Term 3a Benefits of Exercise and Physical Activity 



Year 8 Spanish – Term 3A

5.1: La ropa – Clothes 5:2: El uniforme escolar – School uniform 5.3: ¿Qué prefieres? – What do you prefer?

¿Qué llevas?

Llevo…

un jersey

un vestido

una camisa

una camiseta

una falda

una gorra

una sudadera

unos pantalones

unos vaqueros

unos zapatos

unas botas

unas zapatillas de deporte

What do you wear?

I wear...

a jumper

a dress

a shirt

a T-shirt

a skirt

a cap

a sweatshirt

trousers

jeans

shoes

boots

trainers

este jersey

esta camiseta

estos pantalones

estas botas

anticuado, anticuada

barato, barata

bonito, bonita

caro, cara

cómodo, cómoda

incómodo, incómoda

Esta chaqueta es cómoda.

Estos zapatos son incómodos.

Tengo que llevar uniforme.

No llevo uniforme.

Para ir al colegio, normalmente

llevo...

No me gusta llevar uniforme.

Me gusta porque es práctico.

No me gusta porque es

incómodo.

Es más elegante que llevar.

this jumper

this T-shirt

these trousers

these boots

old-fashioned, or out of date

cheap

nice, or pretty

expensive

comfortable

uncomfortable

This jacket is comfortable.

These shoes are 

uncomfortable.

I have to wear a uniform.

I don’t wear a uniform.

For school, I normally wear...

I don’t like wearing uniform.

I like it because it’s practical.

I don’t like it because it’s 

uncomfortable.

It’s more elegant or stylish than 

vaquero,wearing jeans.

¿Qué vestido es el más...?

¿Qué camiseta es la menos...?

¿Qué zapatos son los más...?

¿Qué botas son las menos...?

Este vestido es el más bonito.

Esta camiseta es la meno

cómoda.

Estos zapatos son los más

baratos.

Estas botas son las menos

prácticas.

de cuadros

de lunares

de rayas

estampado, estampada

de manga corta

de manga larga

sin mangas

corto, corta

largo, larga

de cuero

de tacón

¿Cuál prefieres?

¿Cuáles prefieres?

Which dress is the most...?

Which T-shirt is the least...?

Which shoes are the most...?

Which boots are the least...?

This dress is the nicest.

This T-shirt is the least 

comfortable.

These shoes are the cheapest.

These boots are the least 

practical.

checked

spotted

striped

patterned

short-sleeved

long-sleeved

sleeveless

short

long

leather

high-heeled

Which one do you prefer?

Which ones do you prefer?

De Moda – In Fashion



5.4: Vamos a visitor Argentina – We’re going to visit 

Argentina

5.5 : De compras en Barcelona – Shopping in Barcelona

Cuando estoy de vacaciones...

Normalmente llevo...

ropa de deporte

ropa cómoda

Mañana voy a llevar...

un bañador

esquís

mis gafas de solmy

When I’m on holiday...

Normally I wear...

sports clothes

comfortable clothes

Tomorrow I’m going to wear...

a swimsuit

skis

Sunglasses

¿Dónde se puede comprar...?

carne

comida

pan

¿Dónde se pueden comprar...?

pasteles

joyas

Se puede/pueden comprar...

en...

un supermercado

una cafetería

una carnicería

una joyería

una librería

una panadería

una pastelería

una tienda de música

una tienda de ropa

una zapatería

Where can you buy....?

meat

food

bread

Where can you buy...?

cakes

jewellery

You can buy...

in...

a supermarket

a café

a butcher’s

a jeweller’s

a bookshop

a baker’s/bread shop

a cake shop

a music shop

a clothes shop

a shoe shop

Year 8 Spanish – Term 3A

In Spanish lessons, you will need to use a range of skills:

Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing.

It is important that you practise all of these skills in your
own time. Here’s a few tips to help you. 

 Look/Say/Cover/Write/Check
 Type the word into Google translate and listen 

to how the word is pronounced. Repeat the
word a number of times.

 Make flash cards containing both the Spanish
and English translation and test yourself on
regular basis.
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